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ABSTRACT 

The Unwed Father as Perceived by Himself 

by 

Daryl E. Ellis , Master of Science 

Utah State University, 1973 

Major Professor : Dr . C. Jay Skidmore 
Depart ment : Family and Child Development 

This study was designed to reveal the self perception of unwed 

fathers . Ten men participated in the project; nine of them IDre 25 

years of age or younger. To measure self perception an instrument was 
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constructed in the form of a questionnaire . Each um18d father was then 

interviewed to discover his perceptions , particularly as they relate to 

their common plight of unwed fatherhood . 

The men perceived themselves as normal young Americans , and felt 

their conduct and intentions were in compliance ,nth peer expectations . 

Some of the subjects responded to the interview ,nth descriptive and 

detailed accounts while others were either unconcerned or hesitant and 

rep lied in fe,[ ,rords . None ~f the me!1 W<!Jlted to be recognized by soc-

iety as t he parent of an illegitimate child . Seven of the ten reported 

that they did not want any association with their child. Chastity of 

thought and behavior was not held in honor by a majority of the sub-

jects; conversely, the men (with two exceptions) were looking for new 

sexual partners . Only two of the unwed fathers had employed some form 

of conception control while having sexual relations with the mothers 

involved and these t.u did not do so r egularl y . The men were not con-

tributing to the support of their child on a consistent baSiS , indicating 



their lack of involvement in a situation in which they share equal 

responsibility with the child ' s mother . 

The emergence of a clearer picture of the unwed father , through 

the attempt to reveal his interests , problems , and concerns , may assist 

in the development of strategies and programs to prevent illegitimacy 

and to effectively aid those involved in it . Perhaps this study of the 

self perception of unwed fathers will be helpful in this regard. 

(61 pages) 



INTRODUCTION 

In 1970 over 300, 000 illegitimate children were born in the 

United States . The fathers of these children are an occult group . 

Their identities are frequently concealed and their participation in 

rearing the children is often not expected . This r elegation to a posi

tion of non-involvement has been most unfortunate. The se same men are 

equally involved with the women for bringing new life into the world. 

Some unwed fathers deny their paternity and hope they will never 

be detected . The true identities of others are unknown due to the 

promiscuous behavior pattern of some unwed mothers. In most situations, 

however, no attempt to locate, counsel, or consult the unwed fathers is 

undertaken. These and other complications have left the unwed fathers 

a relatively unknotm person . 

Although sensitive and formidable , a study of this nature can 

unfold a hidden side of illegitimacy . Many people are added to the 

public dole each year in countries ,mere illegitimacy fluorishes . Un

wed fathers are a key figure in this universal problem, and their self 

perceptions can aid the development of a clearer, more complete picture 

of the problem. 

The role of the unwed father as the parent of an illegitimate 

child , and how he perceives that role , will be the focus of this study. 

Has fathering a child left any mark on these men? How do they regard 

their role a s fathers'! How do they see themselves in comparison to the 

traditional family unit? Why did they not marry the mothers? Ar e they 

deliberately working to vitiate >Jhat "as t aught in their homes? 



These and other questions were raised to uncover their self percep 

tions . 

Statement of the Problem 
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A high level of paternity out of wedlock exists in America to

day. The lack of information concerning unwed fathers constitutes a 

significant social problem and reduces the possibility of preventing the 

conception of illegitimate children . It also inhibits the attempts of 

counselors to skillfully assist individuals involved in illegitimacy. 

The number of un"ed fath ers appears to be increasing , and their prolif 

eration pose s a severe threat to th e family and to society . They fre 

quently abandon the mothers, leaving no support whatsoever. It is essen

tial to prevent their numerical gro,<th as ,Jell as pro'lide assistance for 

thos e already on the roster . Presenting the self perception of unwed 

fathers may lead to the development of a positive plan of social action. 

The purpose of this study was to assess the self perception of 

unwed fathers . The self perc eption is moulded by attitudes toward: 

self , others , the environment in which the individual has lived, 

religion, and other influences. The subjects were asked questions 

which were directly related to these areas in an attempt to develop an 

accurate picture of their self perceptions . No hypothesis was employed . 

Objectives 

The objectives of this study were : 

1. To study the sexual behavior patt erns of the unwed fathers . 



2. To describe the relationship between parents of the illegit

imate children, as well as to study the basis for involvement with the 

mother s and how the relationships between partners developed into their 

present status . 

3. To investigate the influences and qualities which were dom

inant in the lives of the sub jects . 

4. To describe the unwed father s ' feelings toward their child-

ren . 

The sample was composed of ten men who were known to be unwed 

fathers , and who agr eed to participate i n the study. They wer e selec

ted on the basis of their availability and ar e repr esentative only of 

themsel ve s . 
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

Omission of Unwed Fathers from Research 

Why have the fathers of children born out of wedlock been omitted 

from research in the past? Vincent (1960) stated that public and 

research interest in a given problem with social significance is par-

tially a fUnction of the financial burden which that problem imposes 

on the taxpayers . Consequently, it is the unwed mother who receives 

the emphasis and focus of research rather than the unwed father . She 

is the one who requires maternal assistance , a home , financial aid, and 

casework services . Consequently, the ratio of studies of unwed fathers 

to studies of unwed mothers is approximately one to 25 . 

The direct involvellEnt of unwed father s in research will only 

occur when these men are no longer seen as clMdestine influences in 

illegitimacy , but rather as vital components of the problem. Pannor 

reveals this in his statement concerning why unwed fathers have been 

omitted from research: 

The father of the child born out of l-18dlock remains 
a somel-hat nebulous figure , left free to attempt to detach 
himself physically and emotionally from a problem in Hhich 
he has been intimately involved . (Fannor , 1963 , p . 65) 

Vincent (1960) declares that the presumption of innocence until 

guilt is proven provides little pro t ection for the unwed mother , whose 

maternity is self evident ; the unwed father , however , has the protec-

tion to go undetected and his paternity must be proven . Only after his 

paternity has been established is he a valid candidate for research . 

Vincent (1960) asserts that valid statements pertaining to unmarried 
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fathers in the general population cannot be made with accuracy because 

survey data concerning unwed fathers are not available at the present 

time . 

Research in various areas of sensitive human behavior has rapidly 

developed in the past five years . Doubt and hesitation once prevented 

the acquisition of valuable knowledge but today the researcher probes, 

hoping to build a more complete understanding of the phenomenon under 

investigation. Deutsch presents reasons and their subjects in the past : 

Even though our sex patterns may alter or our prac
tices coincide with or differ from those of our neighbors , 
we are now in a position to know what they are and evalu
ate them . This does not mean that anyone's sex life will 
become public property but it does mean that many thousands 
of histories are being made available to the scientists 
who are reporting upon them ,rithout exposing the individ
uals who have volunteered the information. Thus it is 
no", possible to begin to understand human sexual behavior 
w~thout deception . (Deutsch , 1948 , p. 148- 9) 

A clearer picture of the unwed father is emerging . Opportuni-

ties to study him are being recognized and grasped rather than relin-

quished. Though his role in illegitimacy is frequently concealed , he 

is a vital component of the problem and needs to be considered as such . 

Irresponsible Attitudes and Values 

Attitudes and influences of the public have encouraged unwed 

fathers to avoid involvement in the problems associated with illegit -

imacy . The public has also expedited their irresponsible behavior. 

Pannor (1963) declared that the public usually pictures the unwed father 

as a seducer &,d a deserter, but at the same time they excuse his be -

havior .nth the rationale that "boys will be boys , " or , "they were just 

sowing their wild oats . " Young (1959 ) revealed a coercive technique 

practiced in Europe prior to the 20th century which attempted to 
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involve the unwed fathers in the care of their children : the state 

W)uld initiate paternity pr oceedings and compel support for the child 

f rom him, on the assumption that he could not trick the state authorities 

as might a ,reak , confused W)man . This approach was not successful , how-

ever; it proved ineffective both in rectifying and understanding the 

problem. 

The public attitude toward the unwed father provides evidence 

that his behavior and its causes were not clearly understood in Europe 

before this century . Young describes this attitude : 

In short it was more or less taken for granted that 
he ,~s in any case a pretty worthless character probably 
"rl.thout scruples of conscience , from ,",hom little could 
be expected, and that little t o be exacted for the most 
part by compulsion . (Young , 1954 , p . 131 ) 

This plan for working with the unwed fathers implies a lack of kno>Tledge 

concerning the problem and further demon strates the need to approach it 

r esponsibly and without preconceived convictions or biases . 

lNhat is the American publi c doing to replace the neglect of the 

unwed father? Vincent (1969 ) suggested this society has created a 

paradox : the most persistent. contradiction in America is the inadver-

tent encouraging of the cause of illegitimacy in opposition to the 

censuring and condemning of its results . Co~tinuing to unfold this 

poignant lack of consi stency , he decl ares that the public concern for 

females in stu die s of illegitimacy obscures the biological fact that 

the man is equally re sponsible with her for the creation of the problem . 

The lack of concern fo r the un1-red fathor "",S shown by Young 

(1954) to be directly related to the attitude of the female involved . 

Young stat es that an astonishing number of unmarried mothers met their 

baby ' s father as a pickup , a blind date , or simply in a casual , un-

conventional fash ion. They purposefully selected men who had no 
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genuine affection or security to offer them. Most of the unwed mothers 

remain quite disinterested in protective devices to prevent pregnancy. 

Young declares that this indifference toward contraceptive methods is 

very strange , especially in intelligent , well educated girls Who realize 

the social penalty exacted from them for their nremarital pregnancy. 

Yaung vividly relates this lack of concern for the father of the child : 

A considerable percentage of them either do not know 
the men at all or have had only a brief, casual relation
ship with him . Frequently they do not even know his name 
and if questioned about it Hill say vaguely, "I think his 
name was Bob." They are unable to describe him physically , 
and any question about this is apt to result in a dis 
interested item of information such as "I think he had blue 
eyes ." A question about the kind of person he was brings 
only a blank look. (Young , 1954 , p . 47) 

This demonstrates that the lack of involvement of the unwed father is 

not always a function of his character or attitude but may be the 

result of public views of him, or attitudes of his female partner. 

Reider (1948) supports the view that th e un,red mother is often the 

determinant of t he role Which the unHed father assumes. In SHeden he 

found that the mother sometimes has no concern for the father Whatso-

ever, and does not even care to have him informed of her pr egnancy . 

Is the male alHays exploiting the female for his O1o1n gratifi-

cation at the female's expense and risk? Vincent says that the female 

may be exploiting the male, even while the male is exploiting the fe-

male : 

The unHed mother is as likely as the unwed fath"lr to be 
"exploit ing" during the time their r elationship is active , 
but with a different focus . She tends to use sex as a 
means - to dates , companionship, an expense account, upHard 
mobility and possible marriage . He r everses this . He tends 
to date , provide companionship , pay th e bills , court and 
express love - as a means to sex. (Vincent , 1960 , p . 44-5) 

These differential goals of the male and female are 1.my the term "sex-

ual exploiter" does not apply to the male alone . 
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Reider (1948) asserted that the information concerning the um-red 

father was inconsistent and heterogeneous . He stated that two factors 

continually emerge as germane in the situation : (1) weight of the con-

science of the unwed father, and (2) economic and social status of the 

unwed mother. His study in Sweden found unwed fathers readily admitting 

their paternity in some instances, feeling proud of their behavior . 

Reider's study also found the unmarried father less bothered by his 

conscience if he perceived the woman impregnated as below his own social 

class rank. In some examples the unwed father was unsatisfied by inter-

course alone. His neurotic need for definite proof of virility was 

only satisfied by fathering a child . However, Reider views the virility 

complex (conscious and unconscious intent to create a child) of much 

greater valence and frequency in the unmarried woman than in the un-

married man . 

How does the unwed male respond to the news that he is to b3 the 

father of a child? His bewilderment usually leaves him wondering what 

to do : Should he marry the mother of his child? Should he remove him-

self from the situation entirely? Should he try to pretend that he is 

not the child' s father? Should he play a mediocre role and help the 

child ' s mother occasionally? These and other alternatives are avail -

able for his choosing . Vincent declares that although many alternatives 

are available the decision of what t.o do is a difficult one : 

Fathers Hho do maintain contact ,ri th their illicit sex 
partners are further demascul ized when unable even to see , 
much less take pride in , their offspring . And although it 
might commonly be thought they have no interest in doing 
so , the comments , questions , and implicit l·rishes expr essed 
to me by ~~married fathers lead me to believe that a size
able proportion of them do . Whether it be called the male 
ego , the deepseated desire to create and produce , or the 
showing of virility , there is something in a man of all 
walks of life which exacts a price when he is denied 



identification with that which he has helped to create , 
even when the denial is of his own choosing . (Vincent, 
1969 , p. 284) 
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The apparent irresponsibility of the unwed father mayor may not 

be the reflection of his attitudes and values . The restrictions im-

posed by the unwed mother or by society may isolate the unwed father . 

Other attitudes of society encourage liberal sexual behavior but con-

demn the results. The unwed father may be justifiably classified as 

promiscuous, exploitative and irresponsible in some cases , but he also 

may have been misrepresented and not fit this analysis at all . He has 

been omitted frem the problem in the past and the resultant picture of 

him has been an inaccurate one . When given an opportunity to present 

himself, distortion of his real nature can be removed. 

Responsible. Attitudes and Values 

Arnstein (1970) declares that until very recently the attention 

focused on the plight of the unwed father was very limited . He has 

remained a shadowy figure hovering somewhere in the background of this 

tragedy and usually thought of as a fleeting , casual, promiscuous 

seducer, or a worthless character . Arnstein continues by stating that 

recent studies of the unwed father indicate that the public image of 

him is utterly false. Many of the boys were dating their girls stead-

ily and balieved in the sincerity of their love . Peer pressures (other 

bQys bragging about their sexual adventures) ,rere often the impetus for 

experimenting with sex . Wnen the young father discovered his steady 

girl was pregnant he ,/8.S usually frightened, being una",a.re at the time 

that their sexual activity might lead to an unwanted pregnancy . Arn-

stein states that t he immediate reaction of the majority of boys ,~s 

to marry the girls and thus solve the problem. Many of them lost heart 
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and later changed their minds, however, and some of the girls did not 

want to see the boys again . Parental refusal to consent to the mar

riage was also listed as a major concern . Seeing the future implica

tions and possible complications of a shotgun union made them reluctant 

to give their approval. Arnstein concludes her comments stating : "The 

possibility of skilled, sympatheti c counseling gives hope that they will 

be able to face and handle their future lives with greater maturity 

and wisdom." (Arnstein , 1970, p . 90) 

Vincent (1960) also did not find the American unwed father to be 

an "unscrupulous seducer taking advantage of a mentally i ncompetent 

girl." He did find the unmarried father to be close in age and educa

t ion to the girl he impregnated , and reported that the father is not 

superior to his female partner (in the eyes of society) in the present 

age . This indication , he feels , holds promise of a better understanding 

of the unwed father , his motives and problems . 

Can the unwed father successfully overlook the knowledge that he 

is a father? For centuries he was thought to be unconcerned, to not 

even care . Sanchez comments : "I submit the thought that the father 

is never completely absent , however far removed he may be by the 

severity of the pr oblems , by space and by time . " (Sanchez , 1965 , p . 

10 ) Pannor declares that a change in attitude can r esult when the un

wed father is permitted to see his chi ld . PannaI' (1963 ) declar es that 

seeing the baby makes the boy sharpl y aware of the reality of the prob

lem "hich has r esul ted from his sexual behavior. The responsibilities 

suddenly hit him with tremendous impact . Frequently he will ask for 

assurance that the baby will receive the best possible care . Discus

sing hi s future aspirations , the meaning of t he r elationship ,nth his 

female partner , marriage , and the alternatives possible in planning 
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for the baby from then on take on a greater meaning for him . Pannor 

feels that responsible involvement can result when the father is per-

mitted and encouraged to play an active role in the welfare of his 

child. 

How can a pattern of responsibility be developed with the unwed 

father? Pannor and Evans feel his involvement can be encouraged by the 

community : 

A community approach to the problems of illegitimacy 
m'lst include services for the unmarried father . Not only 
must we begin to see the unmarried father as a person in 
need of help ,nth many of the same problems as the un
married mother , but we must integrate our efforts in his 
behalf with our services for the unmarried mother . Only 
this approach ma~es possible the most thorough exploration 
of alternatives for both the unmarried father and the un
married mother , as well as making possible a sounder de 
cision about the out- of-wedlock child. (Pannor and Evans , 
196h , p. 6) 

The enactment of such a scheme would require public support . Olsen 

and liillmarth (196h) have shown the public attitude toward unwed fath-

ers in a western state . Two hundred and fifty-three schools were 

questioned about pregnant girls and their male partners . Of the 253 

high schools , 192 felt that a pregnant girl placed the school in a bad 

light and 169 of these schools expelled the girls . Of these same 169 

schools only 10 made an attempt to locate the unwed fathers involved. 

A responsible approach would exact of the unwed fath ers the same as it 

exacts of the unwed mothers . liben severe disciplinary action is dealt 

to one half of the components of the problem but the other half is ex-

cluded, conflicting values emerge . 

Young emphasizes the need of society to begin to understand the 

unwed father , and he suggests where to begin : there is "no possibility 

of knowing what the unmarried father is like as a person • . • until 

this accusing and punitive attitude toward him is abandoned." (Young , 
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1954 , p . 133) Gaining the coope ration of all unwed fathers is assured

ly impossible, just as locating all of them is impossible. This should 

not , however, deter the desire of researchers to understand him more 

accurately. 

Contemporary Trends and Needs 

The obscure picture of unwed fathers which characterized the past 

is being replaced with a more complete and precise one today . Unwed 

fathers may lack involvement in the welfare of their offspring but this 

is not an unequivocal demonstration of their character. The inter

action of numerable factors has isolated many unHed fathers from the 

mothers and children; often this compulsory alienation has left the un

wed fathers bewildered and intensely worried. 

Many new channels of discovery are opening for the researcher of 

social problems. A willingness of the subjects to candidly discuss 

themselves is one of these channels . Scientific interest in the unwed 

father is increasing today; he is beginning to be recognized as a vital 

component of the problem of illegitimacy. 

~n examination of the unwed father's perception of himself is 

needed to acquaint the public and research interests and counselors 

with him . Preconceived positions and suspicions which are unfounded 

can be removed by presenting the unwed father as he sees himself . The 

unmarried father recognizes better than any other ,mat he is most 

susceptible to, and his personal reDections may provide valuable in

formation for the counselor . The unwanted pregnancy may be avo i ded 

when situations which encourage sexual explOitation are recognized and 

,hen the public enacts programs to eliminate them. A discovery of the 

self per ception of the unwed father must precede public attempts to 



combat the problem, and to involve the subject in the consequences of 

his sexual activity . 
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Recognizing these needs , and that little effort has been exerted 

to assist the unwed father, this study was designed to permit and en

courage the unwed father to present himself candidly and lucidly . 
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PROCEDURE 

Location of the Subjects 

Subjects for this study were located by asking people--friends 

and acquaintences--for assistance in finding unwed fathers. Contacts 

were most frequently secured through the unwed mothers . Eighteen pros

pective subjects were located in this fashion . Ten of these 18 men 

cooperated and this study centered on the responses of these ten un

I'Jarried fathers . 

Selection of the Subjects 

Before subjects were selected to participate in this study, a 

simple screening procedure was used. Possible candidates were omitted 

if they planned to marry the mothers involved, if they felt participa

tion in the study might have an adverse effect on them, if they antici 

pated that their identities might be detected, or if there was doubt 

concerning their paternity . 

The subjects were interviewed individually over an 11-week period 

in the spring of 1971 . The sample repre sented a partial view of unwed 

father s in Northern Utah . Rigid criteria for selection of the sub

jects (other than the requirements listed above) were not imposed be

cause of the problems encounter ed in locating possible candidates . If 

the men were unwed fathers and if they would submit to the interview 

they were used in this study . 

Confirmation of the paternity of the subjects was of prime import

ance. The unmarried fathers admitted being the parents of children but 
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additional information was sought to substantiate their personal asser-

tions . The fatherhood of the men was determined by a variety of methods 

which were as follows : 

Number of Unwed Fathers 

three 

one 

one 

one 

one 

one 

one 

one 

How Paternity was Confirmed 

Unwed mothers who have kept their children 
declared the unwed father status of the 
subjects in question to be accurate. 

The unliBd father had his child with him. 

A counselor of the local Family Service 
confirmed the subject was an unwed father . 

A close friend of the subject declared 
that he was an unwed father . 

A counselor for un,red mothers in the local 
high school confirmed the unwed father 
status of the subject in question. 

The subject Has arrested and convicted for 
bastardy . His friends also confirmed his 
fatherhood status . 

The subject requested that no inquiries 
concerning his unliBd fatherhood status or 
his child be conducted. This request was 
honored and responses of the man clearly 
indicated his claim to having fathered a 
child was correct . 

The paternity of this subject was probable 
but some doubt existed . He paid al l the 
mE'dical expenses associated "rit.h the child' s 
birth, admitted sexual involvement with 
the unHed mother , and helped her relocate 
her residency twice . He felt, however , 
that the behavior pattern of the unwed 
mother may have labelled him an unwed father 
incorrectly . 

Development of Rapport with the Subjects 

The men were assured that their identities would be concealed, 

that they would be released to no one for having participated in this 

study . They were also informed that the interview questiOlmaires .,ould 
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be labelled with a numeral and their names would appear nowhere on the 

form. Interviews were conducted in the privacy of the subjects' homes 

or wherever they desired to meet the researcher . To further gain the 

confidence of the unwed fathers, others were not to be present during 

the interviews. At the request of one subject this condition was 

waived and his older brother was present . 

Description of the Instrument 

The instrument was developed to explore the self perceptions of 

unmarried fathers . Consequently, the data derived from such an instru

ment reflected personal preferences, values , feelings and attitudes. 

To create a more vivid appraisal of their self perceptions portions of 

the questiolllaire examined their opinions of others . 

Specific areas which the instrument probed were : (1) family , 

social , and educational backgrounds , (2) past and current inter est in 

sexual concerns, (3) relationships with the unwed mothers , (1;) bases 

fo r sexual involvement with the unwed mothers , (5) reactions by them

selves to the sexual relationships , (6) self conceptions , (7) attitudes 

toward the unwed mothers as a result of the sexual relationships , (3) 

their sexual behavior patterns , (9) reactions to the pregnancies of the 

unwed mothers , and (10) attitudes to,",ard the children which resulted . 

Some of the questions were r epetitious , being included in a later sec 

tion of the interview to encourage th e subjects to augment their first 

r esponses . 

Huch of the data were omitted from the study because it failed 

to contribute to a better understanding of the self perception of unwed 

fathers . Examples of questions which demonstrated this were : 
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(1) Where do you call your home? 

(2) How long have you been out of school? 

(3) In your adolescent years, how would you rate your knowledge 

of human sexual behavior? 

(4) Your health in the last five years has been : 

(5) Membership in organizations and adtivity in them : 

(6) Rating of the partner ' s sexual appeal to self and others : 

(7) Enjoyment taking the partner to bed : 

(8) Do you feel now that you were a victim of circumstances 

.. >hich were not ,,ri. thin your power to control? 

These questions failed for a variety of reasons. Some of them 

collected data pertinent to the focus of the study, others were vague 

~~d difficult for the subjects to &,swer. 

Administration of the Instrument 

Because the data of this study we r e subjective and of a personal 

nature, r espondents were not compelled to answer questions to which 

they felt reluctant to reply . This privilege , however , was used only 

one time throughout the interviews . All r esponses were recorded ver

batim, with the use of individual copies of the i nstrument. In two 

situations the subjects had sired more than one child out of wedlock . 

These men were asked to focus on one unwed mother and specify \;hich 

cormnents pertained to the other unwed mother . 

Some questions contained an "other" category when all the possibl e 

alternative responses could not be listed . A majority of the subjects 

us ed this opportunity to respond accurately and with greater detail than 

the listed choices provided . 
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Pilot Study 

Three men participated in the pilot study; two were married men 

with families of their own, and the third was a single college st udent. 

The purposes of the pilot study were : (1) to clarify questions in the 

instrument which might appear vague to the subjects , (2) to prepare the 

researcher for use of the instrument with the actual unwed fathers, (3) 

to omit questions from the instrument which would not contribute in

formation germane to the self perceptions of unwed fathers . 

Main Study 

Ten unmarried fathers were the subjects of this study . Eight of 

them were Caucasian and two were Negro . The men were living in the 

State of Utah at the time of the study. None of them planned to marry 

the unwed mothers . The ages of the subjects were : 16, 17, 18 , 21, 21, 

22, 22 , 23, 24, 49 . 

Analysis of Data 

The data ,rere examined to pres ent unwed fathers without distor

tion . Personal preferences of the researcher were omitted . Emphasis 

throughout the study was on expressing the nature of reality as it 

appeared to the unwed fathers. The existence of profanity demonstrated 

the flavor of speech preferred by some of the subjects . To condense 

the study into a palatable length many comments were eliminated , par

ticularly if they ,Tere redundant or did not pertain to the self percep 

tions of the men . 

Wnen alternate choices to the questions were delineated , the data 

were examined by arranging the r esponses according to their frequency. 



The responses were presented verbatim when the subjects were asked to 

relate opinions or to r eflect on past experiences . The study was a 

descriptive analysis of unwed fathers and therefore none of the dat a 

were modified t o comply with predetermined requirements . 
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SUBJECTS AND FINDINGS 

This study has involved a very small sample of unmarried fathers 

in the total population. The sample was not scientifically selected 

and is, ther efor e , not representative of any group other than the men 

who participated in the project. Therefor e, the findings from this 

study can be generalized to other men only with the greatest of caution. 

While the group of men in this study is not representative of others, 

their views are valuable in that they give an indication of how some 

individuals feel about the topics discussed in the study, and they may 

add to our understanding of the unmarried father, if only in stimu

lating continued research. 

Nine of the subjects were born to parents of first marriages , 

the other one was a stepchild . Sizes of the family of orientation 

ranged from four to twelve, and therefore all of the unmarried fathers 

had one or more siblings . Two men classified their family lives as 

very happy, two as happier than most families, and five as moderately 

happy. The r emaining one said his family was an unhappy one . Four 

men declared their fathers as excellent, four asserted they were good, 

one said his was an average father, and one replied that he "could not 

really even say, I'd say poor but he thinks in dimensions other than 

mine . " Three men rated their mothers as excellent , six said their 

mothers were good , and one said he could not do justice to the question 

and chose not to reply . 
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The unwed fathers '.-ere asked how they felt as members of their 

respective families. Six of the ten agreed that they felt important , 

seven of the t en reportedly felt accepted by other family members , and 

eight of them said they were loved by their families . Eight of the men 

also concurred that they were considerate of the other members of their 

families. 

The sexual atmosphere in their homes was rated by three men as 

very conservative in comparison to their curr ent attitudes , by two as 

liberal in comparison to their current attitudes , and by four as con

servative . The remaining subject related: "It was unknown to me until 

I knocked up this broad, then I learned it was really exceptionally 

anti - female." Six of the subjects said they discussed their sexual 

concerns with their parents, and four of these six men said they were 

usually satisfied with the answers of their parents . The other two men 

said their parents' answer s ,,.,re rarely adequate . 

Two men rated the religious influences in their homes as very 

strong , two reported moderately strong , four said moder ate , one replied 

weak , and one said very weak . Five unmarried fathers declared that 

they never attend church today , one said he went once a year, one said 

twice a year , one said he went infrequently, one said three times per 

year, and one said that he went every Sunday . 

Eight of the subjects completed a high school education, one fin

ished the 11 th grade and one the 10th grade . Four men had educational 

goals of a master ' s degree or higher. One subject had a bachelor's 

degr ee as his goal , and three stated that they had no goal at this 

time . Two men were farmers. When asked to evaluate their education , 

two men said it was useful at all times , four said useful most of the 

time , two replied moderately useful , one said his was not useful most 



of the time , and one said his best education was the "school of hard 

knocks . " 
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The subjects were asked to compare their own scholastic achieve

ment with that of their classmates. One said he was in the top 2S per 

cent of his class, six said they "ere in the average student group , and 

three said they we r e in the lower 40 percent of their classes . Six 

unwed fathers attended high schools with over 1, 000 students enrolled , 

one attended a high school with over SOO students , and three attended 

high schools with 300 to Soo students . 

Six of the men declared that they attended social activities 

very often , thr ee r eplied occasionally , and one said that he rarely 

attended social functions . 

Six of the subj ects were prosecuted once or more for violating 

the la'T. Their comments concerning these situations were : "Court case , 

I got framed on a narcotics charge, was vindicated . We are thinking 

about suing for problems , they took my car, I was the only one who was 

released . " "The old man caught me with dope , about twice , threatened 

to r eport and gave me books tc read." "No hitch- hiking in Georgia on 

freeway , illegal. " "Arrested falsely , was bad check and ~n case ." 

"I 'Tas thro,m in jail , bastardy was the charge ." Five of the men felt 

the legal authorities were justified in taking action against them . 

Their r esponses were : "Yes, because I broke the la". Whether or not 

I agree with the law is not the question . " "No ." "Yes , because t hey 

didn ' t know the r easons . It ,ms the process of la". " "Yes, because 

most of the time I just blew it ." "Yes , I was breaking the la"." 

"Yes , far as they were concerned it "as their job to do it , but they 

are a little nosey, campus security ." 
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The unwed fathers revealed a ,fide range of hobby preferences 

which included : bOHling, hunting, collecting ant ique firearms , music, 

duck hunting , bass music , basketball, horseback riding , congo drums, 

and wrking out physically . They also were employed in a variety of 

vocations. Their particular interests in this regard were : "Construc

tion , working in bathing suit , hard hat , and gloves all summer long ." 

"Farming or I wuldn't have stayed in it." "(store) , usually on own , 

don ' t have dad bitching at you all the time ." "Construction, didn ' t 

have to do much . " "Firefighter, like being a hero ." "None . I want to 

work in the area of interpersonal counseling." "Janitor at (location) ." 

"Farming or I wouldn't be here I guess." "Groundkeeper , it was outdoor, 

nice Wlrking outside . " "Counselor, I enjoy working Hi th guys . " 

The background data demonstrated unique characteristics of the 

unmarried fathers as well as similar ones . Their experiences Hith the 

law, for example, were different in each situation. Their educational 

objectives H8re also variable . Most of the men preferred outdoor 1rork, 

an example of similar preferenceg . Some subjects ans,rered the questions 

as briefly as possible Hhile others continually responded in descriptive 

detail. Three men Here particularly cautious throughout the intervie,m 

and replied in feH Hords . Four other men were the reverse of this and 

welcomed the opportunity to talk about themselves. 

Description of the Sexual Behavior 

Patterns of the Unmarried Fathers 

Reporting their high school dating patterns, three men said they 

normally dated three or more times per ,reek , five said they dated one or 

two times per ,reek , and tw said they usually dated about once every tw 

Heeks . One subject reported that he looked for opportunities to become 
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sexually involved with all of his dates , four said they looked for such 

with most of their dates , two said with a few dates , one said with very 

epecial dates, one said with one date only, and one said with none of 

his dates . Five unwed fathers reported that they had dated a married 

woman, and five also said they dated girls of different races . Seven 

of the subjects said they would like to change their dating habits and 

practices , and their comments were: "A few girls I wished I wouldn't 

have went with , the one who has my chi ld . " "More feeling between the 

two of us ." "Would like to have more of it ." " Importance of a man

woman relationship and my attitude towards it . " "I don 't know, haven't 

thought of it in a long time . " "Really wouldn 't like to do this whol e 

situation again , there is too many easy ways to avoid it . " 

When the unwed fathers ,Jere asked how many women they felt they 

had ever loved their responses were: zero , one , one , one , two , two , 

three, three , three , and the last subject said : "Almost all I screwed 

but one . " Reporting the number of ,;omen they had sexual relations with 

t hei r answers were : one , two , thr@8, ten , ten, fifteen , fifteen to 

twenty-five , twenty- five , thirty, and the tenth subject again reported : 

"A half a dozen in the servi ce and lots for five bucks a shot ." 

What type of dating partners were preferred by t he unwed father s ? 

Five of them said they liked women who h ad pr e vious sexual experience, 

four men preferr ed women who liked to engage in sexual intercourse on 

their first evening together . One man comment ed concerning the chance 

of taking a woman to bed with him on t heir first dat e : "This is a 

lTBn 's fantasy . " All the subjects felt it was important t o date women 

who enjoyed the same kind of activities as those they pr eferred . Three 

men said t hey preferred ladies who ,;ere known for their virginity and 



dated just for fun. TID men declared that a good date was one ;bo 

accommodated them in whatever way they desired. 
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The sexual behavior patterns were a reflection of attributes and 

qualities the subjects preferred. A prominent characteristic was that 

of unrestricted sexual indulgence . Six of the subjects claimed to be 

free from traditional social r estraints and some indicated that they 

hunted for sexual partners . Conformity to the moral standards was of 

concern to the other four unwed father s . Most of the men appeared 

superficially concerned with possible future results of their sexual 

activities , whether they be injurious to themselves or to others . 

Involvement .nth the Mothers 

Data portraying the L~volvement with the unwed mothers were use

ful in the exploration of their self perceptions . The patterns of in

volvement which were found were classified as : supporting, neutral , 

and eA~loiting . The first pattern was demonstrated by some unmarried 

fathe r s with the following statements : "Just before the baby was born 

I felt I truly loved her , the problem of having a baby was what made it 

difficult to get along . " "Went to (city) to get married, I was only 20 

and they turned us down." "I loved her dearly , I still do probably , she 

was about the greatest person you could ever meet . " "I wanted to marry 

her and she didn 't .,ant to get married ." "Now her parents don ' t dig 

me and when they l earned she was still seeing me they said they ' d kick 

her out of the house and so I told her to come and live .n th me and 

she did. " "You know how most guys are , they say she'd be a real nice 

lay, but .lith us it got to the point where our love VIa s strong . " "I 

really liked her a ,mole lot , I still think the same of her." 
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Responses which demonstrated a passive or neutral involvement 

with the unwed mothers were: "Just dated , a good friend, nothing super

special." "We both got drunk togethe r several time s . " "A real good 

friend, I wasn ' t in love with her." "I told her when we were first 

going out I ,puld never marry her ." "I wouldn ' t want to marry her, she's 

a nice kid, from a rural area, real beaut i ful but not too smart ." "I 

never really dated her , had known her for a month, played sex games to

gether." "No great love, she liked me , she felt a little tied to me, 

other guys had roughed her up but I was very gentle with her . " "Now I 

t hink she is a beautiful person, but she ' s been brought up in a secure 

home , immature ." "We had fun , my best friend and her best friend went 

together too . " "Fun to go with , she ' s kinda half crazy . " "Easy going, 

a lot of fun , I never really got involved with her . " 

Five subjects indicated throughout the interviews that they had 

no genuine concern for their female partners, the unwed mother s . Ex

amples of t his we r e : "Bought me beer and cigarettes and was a free 

piece of ass , I tried to get another friend to take her out ." "If you 

have a dog to screw, you 'll sh are it with anyone ." "That bitch never 

said a word of truth in her life." "She thought I ,",ould be the pigeon 

to take care of seven kids." "She's dingy , wierd, dumb in a neat way , 

funny b ecause she ' s stupid, all right looking." "If it did happen it 

was when I was drunk . " "I hadn ' t known her before the night at all, I 

didn't even plan it , I didn 't even date her." "She 'd been drirL1<:ing , 

from my high school , asked me to screw her ." "I was drunk at (a local 

beer parlor), hustled her for a couple of weeks ." 

Five subjects said their sexual involvement with the Q~wed 

mothers resulted from mutual deSire , three men felt the predominant 

cause was an overwhelming urge to express sexual love , one man said 
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their relationship gradually developed into sexual involvement, and the 

tenth subject related that alcohol was What started their involvement 

wi th each other . 

How long had the unwed fathers known the unwed mothers before 

their first sexual experience? Their answers to this question were : 

15 minutes, one day, a couple of weeks, about one month, one and one 

half months, about three months , nine months, met in the fall and went 

to bed together in the summer of next year , a year , and the tenth sub

ject said he could not recall. Seven unwed fathers felt their partners , 

the umTed mothers, were not easy marks for other men to exploit . Three 

subjects f elt the unwed mothers they had impregnated were easy marks . 

Four men said they "ere sexually involved ,lith other Homen while the 

relationship .~th the unwed mothers was active. 

Qualities the unmarried fathers reported concerning their part

ners and events they found outstanding in their relationships Here : 

"Being together, we could always have a good time together . " "She was 

exceptionally ego building . " "Talk very well , long conversations , go 

horseriding, took long car rides in i'reezing cold." "I knew she was 

the possessive type." "We were both stoned the first time and r eally 

got into it." "At first I didn't even dig her , finally I got to di g 

her after going to see her at her house for six days . " "She told her 

friends she ...:>uld hook me one way or another . " "She would feel the 

same W8If I dido" "I enjoyed the close r elationship . " "She .,as living 

at home , we had to shell out dust for a motel room, ,mich became qui te 

expensive , or go t o her gal friends . " "Pret ty f ace , two eggs f or 

bosoms , sunny side up . Not an hour glass figure , not kind to run you 

up a tree . " 
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The prurient sexual interests of some subjects were contrasted 

by other unwed fathers who demonstrated genuine concern for their part

ners. These responses showed that the men had different goals in mind 

when they became involved with the unmarried mothers . A noticeable lack 

of apprehension (which was needed to gather self perceptive data) was 

evident when involvement with the unwed mothers was discussed . 

Reaction to the Pregnancies of 

Their Female Partners 

Nine of the ten unwed fathers said the pregnancies of their fe 

male counterparts were unexpected . The tenth subject said his involve

ment with the girl was a deliberate i ntention to make her pregnant . 

Four men c.onsidered marrying their partners, the remaining six tenac

iously opposed marriage . Five men declared that the possibility of 

pregnancy had concerned them, the others said it was of no concern to 

themselves . Nine men felt they neither gained nor lost friends for 

ha ving sired a child out of wedlock . The tenth subject declared : 

"Every once in a while it still gets up , but I just laugh it off . " 

Only one man claimed that he had broadcast his unwed fatherhood status 

to others. The other nine men reacted to their plight of impending 

fatherhood in the following methods : "I expected him (the subject 's 

father) to start beating me when he found out she was pregnant , her 

folks too." "At first it was pretty bad, then when they got to know me 

(the ,mwed mother ' s parents) it was pretty close and confortable ." "I 

didn't care how they felt . " (The preceding comment referred to both 

his and her parents . ) "The whole school knows about it . " "(Unwed 

mother's mother) didn 't like it but thought it ,las natural, she was 

pretty smart . " "At first her mother was pissed off and wanted me to 
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marry her, I agreed." "She told me the doc said she could do one of 

three things : abort , go away and have kid, or marry me . I asked her 

where she was going . " "It was her dad that was doing most the talking . 

I couldn't get too many words in , we talked it over, I paid the doctor 

and hospital bills." "They (unwed mother's parents) wanted me to 

marry her, or anyone , they were not too fussy who . " "There was reaction 

(from his parents) , they were perturbed , they didn ' t like her . " "They 

didn ' t push her on me (unwed mother's parents), told them I'd think it 

over . II 

The se statements were the views of the unwed father s . When the 

identities of the subjects became kDown by individuals in their immed

iate families they reacted in three varying fashions : coercion, hos 

tili ty, and support for the unwed fathers' problems . Concerning the 

births of their Children, the unmarried fathers recalled : "She lied to 

me but I should have found out if she was lying, understood her better , 

I didn't think about it enough ." "Before she got pregnant she said she 

couldn't get pregnant . " "Well that ' s hard to answer , pleased but didn ' t 

want to get married ." "Guess I just didn't Hant to , a lot of times you 

do things but you know you shouldn ' t." "I knew she probably would , 

sooner or later ." "I couldn ' t do anything because she was so scared 

to do anything ." 

Only two subjects r elated that they employed a fo rm of birth con

trol during the period of active involvement with the mother s . The 

other eight men reported t hat they Here unconcerned about pregna.'1cy, 

that if their sexual partners desired protection from the possibi l ity 

it Has up to them to secure such . The two men who used a form of con

ception prevention commented concerning t he failure of their techniques : 

"I thought she did , she told me she did , I didn't watch her take it , my 
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assumptions were the fault." "Rhythm method, because you become care

less at times . " 'I'he first subject's statement referred to the use of 

an oral contraceptive. 

Reactions to the pregnancies of the unwed mothers clearly in

dicated that variation and homogeneity were present in the replies of 

the unwed fathers. Six men regarded the pregnancies as crucial events 

in their own lives while the other four adopted a nonchalant attitude 

toward the ensuing births of the children . Half of the subjects were 

concerned about their own parents' wishes in the problematic situations 

and listened to their counsel while the others were unconcerned about 

parental desires. 

Family and Child Perceptions 

The complete family unit, consisting of father , mother, and 

children, has been threatened by a variety of patterns which have attemp 

ted to vitiate its importance and influence . This section presents the 

perceptions of unmarried fathers as they relate to the family and the 

children which they sired out of wedlock. 

Eight subjects felt it was important for all children to have a 

father and a mother . Their reasons were : "Something a child will miss 

if one is missing." "Because certain things mother and father can do 

and baby can only be fully matured." "Family means everything , close 

knit with mother and father . " "Someone has to teach them what i s hap 

pening . " "They need somebody to sho", them .~at ' s right and wrong and 

to bri ng them up right . " "Gain proper socialization into our existing 

system. " "Well , because I think they need that ki nda thing when t hey 

are growing up from ages one to ten, t o take care of them and every

thing . " "Can't raise a normal child without a father and a mother , but 
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I don't feel responsibility." "Cause they 're gonna say they ' ve done it 

and I can do it and get themselves in all kinda hell." 

The two men who felt that a father and a mother were not vital 

components of the family gave these opinions : "Old age system of hav

ing parents is outdated." "In our situation we would have been arguing 

all the time, emotional conflict for the child." "Because all fathers 

and mothers aren't what the word alludes to , they aren ' t r eall y fathers 

and mothers . " 

were the unwed fathers genuinely concerned about the welfare of 

the children they fathered? Five subject s said they had never seen 

their children and did not intend to in the future . Only two men plan

ned to play in important role in the rearing of their children who were 

sired out of wedlock . Seven of the unwed mothers had kept their off

spring and these situations provided the unwed fathers with ample oppor

tunities to support the children. At the time the st udy ,ms conducted 

none of the t en men wer e assisting the unwed mothers on a r egular basis . 

Two subj e cts said their children by the unwed mothers were placed in 

adoptive homes . One subject declared that he had no idea where the 

child was tak en after it s birth. 

Personal reflections on their children were exhibited in the fol

lowing stat ements : "I'm still attracted to her , but seeing as she kept 

the child that messes it up and I feel differ ent . " " I wouldn ' t like to 

father any mor e child ren unless I ' m legally married . " "I "ant to go and 

see the kid in about a month." "She said i t was my kid and lv-e had to 

get married, told me in October , didn ' t say anything else, I said you 

damn fool ho" could you be . " "I ;rish I hand 't went ;rith the one who 

has my child, I don't f eel like I have any children. " These opinions 

and r ecollections of their children were further evidence of the 
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dive r sity which existed throughout the study . Nine of the men planned 

to marry and raise families, but none of them in the immediate future. 

Self Perceptions of the Subjects 

This section of the interview was designed to reveal: life goals , 

conflicts, influences, aspirations, changes the men would like to see in 

America , and perceptions of other s . Life goals and aspirations of the 

subjects were : "Be helpful to other s i n some way ." "Help other people 

through social work . " "Want to have a nice family with a couple of kids , 

in the back of my mind . " "Becoming a counselor for juvenile criminals , 

write an autobiography . " "I'm a little insecure, if they're not done 

now they _",n't ever be, retire and say piss on the world . " "Place of 

my own , make a million dollars." "Education, 11aster's degree, have a 

family , financially stable." ''Right nm·, I can ' t think of a damn one . " 

"Go to college and get it over with, find a way to get out of the draft ." 

"Support the child, lead a good job . " "Being a pro (sport) player , feel 

more consistency within myself , I don 't know if it's playing as much as 

making it." 

The personal conflicts recalled by the unwed fathers were : "I 

was r eally heavy on drugs about four years ago , didn 't think I would 

pull myself out, pot and LSD . " "The marriage type situation I was in, 

couldn 't find a job, wanted to go to schooL " " I don't think I 'm as 

invol ved as I should be , I could do more ." "I ' m not doing anything . " 

"Sometimes , usually I don 't, but sometimes I try to better myself. " 

"I got kicked out of junior high, wouldn't let me back in any junior high 

in Utah , I was placed in a foster home in Arizona against my wishes , I 

wouldn't cut my hair so they got down on me for everything ." "My sport 



situation now, with conflict between (sport) and school and (sport) 

itself. " 
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The most influential experiences which moulded their current 

attitudes and behavior were reported to be : "My consistently being 

called an underachiever, I went nuts when I was young , took tranquili

zers ." "The depression, lived on potatoes and milk." "I don't know, 

probably just the people and certain groups who don't believe in the es

tablishment . " "Everybody talking about it (the illegitimate child), 

books and things like that, probably my mother." "I don't know, just 

me . " "My education . " "Education." "My peer group ." "Parent s and 

friends. " 

Nine subjects admitted they were in a rut which at one time 

seemed too large for them to handle . Eig ht men declared that they make 

an effort to improve ,·hen they have made a mistake. Five subjects felt 

they were making a worthwhile contribution to America and five felt they 

were not. 

When asked to explain how they responded to the needs and problems 

of others, they related : "I respond as far as I understand them, with 

same sensit ivity as problems are present ed ." "I feel just like every

body , if they get tnemsel ves into something they can get ·i:.hemsel ves out , 

cause I haven 't had any help . " "Probably help people if I could . " 

"Usually help them if I can find a way ." "All eyes and ears to see i f 

I can help in some Hay." "Very well , enjoy doing and helping other s 

with thei r problems." "Loan everything, tractors to neighbors today, 

just look ." "If someone needs help I help them unless I can't stand 

them." "Qui te responsive , depends on a lot of things, I get along with 

people r eally well." "Depends on need of person , I sit and talk but 

don ' t help out of value financially ." 
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Qualities the unwed Lathers r eported as admiring the most in 

others were : "Sincerity. " "Trut hfulne ss . " "Conservative and action , 

on the quiet side ." "Peopl e who u se their heads . " "Integrity ." "Per

son who never makes excuses f or what he does , for being himself." "Per

sonality." "Person to be real with me , don 't have a front , if they 

don't like me they don't have to t el l me they do ." "I don't know, just 

the way they are what they are, hone sty. " "Originality . " "Working 

towards goals , people who have achieved goals and keep working . " "A 

friend at anytime, same kinda guy anytime ." 

Qualities the subject s disliked the most according to their re 

ports were : "Dirty two-faced s on-of -a- bitches . " "Hypocrisy . " "In

sinceri ty, lying , closed minds." "Loud and aggres si ve persons, I can ' t 

stand them, a vexation of the spirit." "Intolerance, people who are 

over manipulative." "People who f eel sorry Lor themselves ." "People 

saying they 're one thing and r eally they're not, they are a pain in the 

ass "hen you think you have fri ends ." "The way they do things , the way 

they act . " "Violent , greedy people ." "I'm trying to think of the wcrd , 

arrogance , follo,ring the trend, self r i ghteousness . " 

Changes the subject s felt wer e needed the most in the social 

structure of America were : '~ etting people do what they like , growing 

hair out without people bitching at you ." "Generation gap , leave each 

other alone . " "Equality, everybody being judged the same regardless of 

skin color or whatever . " "Down grading of bureaucratic type of life ." 

"Ecology . II "Racism . It 

Changes the unmarried fathers felt 'lere needed in the contemporary 

political system in America were : "Get the se god damned son- of -a-bitches 

off ' a welfare , and t.hese go sh damn la' lYers . " "Stop all riots and war in 

Viet Nam, crime." "Too little happening and changing in comparison to 
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,mat could change." "La,TS, drugs and privacy ." "People should be able 

to make changes faster in a democratic country, like marijuana to be 

legalized . " "Draft ended ." "Government , get rid of that." "Military 

system." "Busine ss and money, get rid of all of that, you don't need 

it . " "Jus t about everything . " 

Some of the unwed fathers chose to discuss their participation in 

this study . In this final section their comments and opinions as they 

relate to their involvement are presented . They declared : "I sure hope 

you prove what you ' re trying to prove . " "If anyone finds out I have 

three children I'll sue you ." "I don 't mind talking about it with you, 

cause the iliole school knows about it ." "You'd drive all that way just 

to talk with me about it?" (55 miles) "I guess it's good for me to 

talk about it, I don't think about it very much." "You go through a 

really large guilt feeling, then you go through mental steps to recover , 

a feeling of helplessness I can' t say ." "This will beef up your study, 

I lived with a professional charm school teacher , she was 32 , married 

now. " "Half of what I say doesn ' t make sense . " 

Review of the Unwed Fathers ' Self Perceptions 

This portion will briefly r elate the subjects ' perceptions of 

themselves in terms of: religiosity and moral ity, relationships and 

attitudes toward women , sexual behavior , children , concern for others , 

and their own personal live s . 

Religion Has not regarded as an important influence in the lives 

of these men , some of them attended religious activities when t hey were 

a convenience but without the purpose of adhering to r eligious princi

ples . The one man ,mo attended religious services each Sunday related 

that it was a tradition in his family which he had retained in his 
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personal life . Horality was also an irrelevant influence to these men; 

they reported that their parents had presented moral values to them in 

their formative years but they could not see the need to abide by them, 

as doing so restricted their activities. 

The unmarried fathers perceived women as their play things . Al

though they expressed the desire to know women who were talented and in

tellectually their equals , they nevertheless desired relationships which 

permitted them to use ladies for their own gratification . 

All of the men stated that they liked children, that children 

were precious and warrant loving care and concern. However, they lacked 

the personal conviction to accept the r esponsibility of fathers and 

chose instead to avoid the children. One man was an exception to this, 

and he permitted the mother &,d child to live with him temporarily at 

the unwed mother's request . 

Were the subjects genuinely concerned for others? Half of them 

perceived that one of the purposes in life l"",S to make someone else a 

little happier, and these five men definitely demonstrated concern for 

others. The other five were either unconcerned for others or engulfed 

by their own problems and did not appear genuinely concerned for other s . 

All of the men were troubled occasionally about the cost their 

sexual behavior had exacted of others , particularly the un1.,ed mother 

and child . They perceived that their personal behavior had violated 

a recognized standard of society , but as they made no claim to embrac

ing this standard (the male protecting and caring for the female and 

offspring which result) , they were able to slight the affects of father 

ing a child in their own lives . They perceived happine ss as satiation 

of their personal desires, rather than an internal feeling of accomplish

ment and security . They recognized that they were motivated by 
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whatever seemed convenient for the present , and that they needed to 

bring stability into their personal lives. They planned to change their 

behavior and personality patterns, but perceived that this was something 

to be done at a future time , and not at the present . 

This concludes the fin dings of the study. The data gathered were 

personal recollections, feelings and attitudes of unwed fathers. A 

glimpse of their backgrounds, problems , aspirations , and concerns was 

presented. The contents were primarily quotations to convey to the 

reader a clear message of how the subjects perceived themselves . Whether 

or not the men presented themselves accurately and honestly the reader 

must judge. 

Profil e of the Unwed Father 

The subjects demonstrated agreement on many items , and they also 

shared mutual problems in other instances . These assertions and demon-

strations of their self perceptions were compiled into a profile as 

follows : 

Number of subjects in 
agreement 

ten 

ten 

ten 

ten 

Concept of quality under 
consideration 

They percei ved fai thfulne ss to ODe 
woman as being of little or no import
ance in their lives . 

They desired a variety of sexual part
ners and wished to be excluded from 
the possible consequences of such 
behavior . 

They felt their sexual behavior 'las 
comparable to their friends I sexual 
behavior . 

They were willing to discuss the im
pact of fathering a child and its 
results in their personal lives . 



nine 

seven 

none 

none 

They declared their sexual involve
ment was not designed to impregnate 
the girls . 

They asserted that they want no in
volvement or interaction with the 
children which they have fathered. 

They felt they are making a contri 
bution to the progress of America. 

They desired recognition as the 
fathers of illegit imate children . 

They provided regular assistance for 
the mothers and children involved. 
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SUMMARY 

This study explored the self perception of unwed fathers. Ten 

men who have sired a child out of wedlock were the subjects for this 

project . The purpose of the study was to add to the understanding of 

the phenomenon of the unmarried father by discovering his self percep

tions . 

The men were interviewed individually to gather data which revealed 

self perceptions . Interviews were conducted in the subjects I homes or 

in other places of their choosing . The men were assured that their names 

would be released to no one for having participated in the study . Nine 

subjects were under 25 years of age . None of the men planned to marry 

the unwed mothers , and only one subject was actively supporting the 

mother and her child, and this also was in a sporadic pattern . 

A control group of randomly selected males in the adult popula

tion was not similarly tested; therefore, the findings of this study 

cannot be generalized to the entire population of males . The findings 

apply specifically to the sUb.iects themselves . The behavior r eflected 

by those in the pilot study would infer , however , that the majority of 

the subjects ,.ere promiscuous and over indulgent in sexual act ivities . 

They perceived chastity as an irrelevant influence in their lives ; their 

intentions were directed tcward self gratification. 

Because the data ,rere subjective , re sponses mayor may not be a 

true repr esentation of how the men perceived themselves . For example, 

the subject who r esponded : "All eyes and ears to see if I can help in 

any way," may have been faking to appear good. Another subject 
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continually used profanity to build a negative image . His responses 

concerning the family and the sharing of his farm equipment with neigh

bors were more convincing than his choice of vocabulary . 

The findings were not written in case study form as detection of 

the identities of participants might have been possible from such. The 

implications this study projects are applicable to the subjects alone, 

and not to all unwed fathers , but it i s hoped, however, that others 

reading i t will find the data informative and valuable when working with 

parents of illegitimate children. 

The men tended to overvalue sex. They r ecogni zed that they were 

easily stimulated by women and perceived that this had been a major fac

tor leading to their present unwed fatherhood status. They developed 

a taste for sensuous experiences and perceived that their behavior pat

terns would continue in this direction. 

Why should they be held re sponsible for caring for the child? The 

men questioned the magnitude of their responsibility toward mother and 

dlild, and perceived that the mother was responsible for the child I s 

birth, their role in this process being of secondary or tertiary import

ance. This uncertainty or lack of commitment to the mother and child 

was a characteristic in their self perceptions. ~hey also seemed to be 

uncertain about their abilitie s to succeed in the world, to trust others, 

to attain goals they had set for themselves . 
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FINDINGS AND CONCLUSION 

The unwed fathers in this study shared similar characteristics 

and were confronted with common problems and dilemmas. The conclusion 

was designed to apply specifically to the subjects involved in the 

research, interpreting their self perceptions . It was not representa

tive of the entire group of unwed fathers in the population . 

The men ,rere uncertain about the unwed mothers and the children 

involved; they ''8re bewildered about what role to assume in the situa

tions and this hesitancy had extended into their personal lives. This 

apprehension surmounted as they discussed their absence from the child

ren and mothers. They thought about them frequently, recognizing their 

sexual behavior had strained the lives of numerous people. The lack of 

coherence in their lives made them wonder if they could ever live hap

pily together with one woman. 

The unmarried fathers also had a narrowly focused view of people 

and of themselves . They perceived sexual indulgence as the predominant 

pursuit of the male. This perception was reinforced by the behavior of 

many of their friends . Their comments concerning the unwed mothers were 

evidence of the shallowness , the lack of depth , to their relationships 

with them . They valued females in relation to what the women were able 

to do for them . If the experience was not gratifying to them they per

ceived t he ,nmen as failures . A good "oman was a "good lay, " and a bad 

one was one who failed to satisfy them. 

Finally, the men in this study perceived themselves as normal 

American males who had the misfortune of getting caught. Their life 



styles with the exception of their fathering children out of wedlock 

were felt to be typical of their friends. This group of unmarried 

fathers, contrary to their expressions of normalcy , behaved as though 

they had unfavorable perceptions of themselves , which were extended to- 

or were accompanied by-- unfavorable perceptions of others, and of their 

relationships with women and with society. 
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Instrument 

Background information 

1. Age at last birthday Date of birth. _______ __ Race 

2. Country of birth ______ _ State _____ _ City _______ ___ 

3. Where do you call your home? ______________________ _ 

4. What grade did you complete in school? 

5. Do you plan to continue your education or complete a course of 
studies in the next 5 to 10 years? Yes No (If respond-
ent ans,~rs no , omit questions #6 and #7 ; if respondent answers 
yes , omit questions #8 and #9 . ) 

6 . What is your educational or vocational goal? 

7. Are you studying to reach this goal at the present time? Yes 
No 

8 . How long have you been out of school? months years 
~ge ,men left Why did you leave school? 

9. Your present occupation is 

10 . In preparing you to meet the challenges and problems of life, how 
would you rate your education : 

very useful at all times 
useful most of the t ime 
average 

--- not useful most of the time 
of no use 

==== other (specify) 

11. How \""uId you rate your over-all standing in school in compari son 
to others : 

i n the top 25% 
in the top 40% 
an average student 
in the lower 40% 
in the lower 25% 

12 . Describe the family pattern in which you were reared . (PROBE) 

1 3. Were you : a natural born child 
an adopted child 
a foster child 
a step child 

==== an illegitimate child 



14. How would you rate your father as a father : 

excellent 
good 
average 
fair 
poor 

15. How WDuld you rate your mother as a mother : 

excellent 
good 
average 
fair 

__ poor 

16 . Would you describe your family life as : 

very happy 
--- happier than most 

averagely happy 
not as happy as most 
unhappy 
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17 . How did you feel as a family member? (PROBE) (EXaJllples : accepted, 
respected, secure, important, loved, rejected, burdensome to 
others, slighted, etc . ) 

18 . In your opinion, how considerate were you of others in your family : 

very considerate 5 4 3 2 inconsiderate 

19 . Was the general atmosphere in your home regarding sex : 
very conservative in comparison to your attitude today 

-- conservative in comparison to your attitude today = approximately the same as your attitude today 
liber al in comparison to your attitude today 
very liber al in comparison to your attit ude today = other (specify) 

20 . In your adolescent years , how would you rat e your knowledge of 
human sexual behavior : 

excellent 
above average 
average 
below average 

___ poor 

21. What were your main sources of information on sex, In your adoles
cent years 

friends 
books and magaz i nes = parents 
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one special person 
experience with the opposite 
sex through dating 
other (specify) 

22 . Did you discuss your sexual concerns ,nth your parents? Yes 
No (Omit #23 if respondent answers no . ) 

23. How would you rate their responses to your questions : 

usually satisfactory 
---- occasionally satisfactor y 

rarely satisfactory 
unsatisfactory 
other (specify) 

24 . vlould you prefer to live with your parents now? Yes No 

25 . Your high school was : 

Student Population 

over 1000 
from 500 to 1000 
from 300 to 500 
from 1 00 to 300 
under 100 
other (specify) 

Kind 

public 
parochial 

---- private 
-- military 
---- reformatory 
==== other (specify) 

26 . Religious influence in your family was : 

very strong 
--- moderately strong 

moderate 
moderately weak 
very weak 

27 . You~ church preference is ______________________ __ 

28 . How often do you attend now? 

29 . Your health in the l ast five years has been : 

excellent 
---- very good 
---- normal 

below normal 
___ poor 

30 . Do you consider yourself to be a: 

social leader 
preferred and highly r espected group member 
average member of the group 

==== slighted , sometimes overlooked group member 



social outcast , unaccepted by the group 
other (specify) 

31 . What type of social activities do you prefer? (PROBE) 

Indoor Outdoor 

hunting and fishing 
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contests and games 
parties 
dances 

camping, hiking and sightseeing 
competitive athletics 

banquets water sports 
movies winter sports 

==== other (specify) ==== other (specify) 

Your favorite is Your favorite is 

32. Do you consider yourself an: active participant 
in your favorite social activities. 

a spectator 

33 . How frequently do you participate in or attend social activities 
,;hich you like best: 

34. Are you a member of : 

a fraternity 
a sports club 
a business men's club 
an employee union 
a community organization 

==== other (specify) 

very often 
oc casionally 
rarely 
never 

==== other (specify) 

Name of organization 

35 . How long have you been active in the organizations? ____ _ 

36 . Are you active in the organizations today? Yes No 
Names of organizations in which active _____________ _ 

37 . Have you ever been : 

placed on probation for misconduct 
-- arrested 
-- placed in jail 
-- other involvement with the law for unlawful behavior 
-- (specify) 
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38. Do you feel the law had sufficient reason to take action against 
you in this/these instance(s)? Yes No Why? 

39 . Do you have a favorite hobby? __________________________________ _ 

40. Your 3 most recent jobs have been : 

41. Of all the jobs you have ever had , which one did you like the best? 
Why? 

42 . What job did you hold the longest? 

Past and Current Interest in Sexual Concerns 

43 . On the average , "hile in high school how frequently did you go out 
on dates : 

3 or more times per week 
1 or 2 times per week 
once every two weeks 
less than once a month 
never 

44. Has your dating pattern changed significantly since completing or 
being out of high school? Yes No (If respondent ans-
wers no, omit question #45 . ) 

45 . How would you describe the change? ________________________ _ 

46 . In high school did you look for opportunities to become sexually 
involved (and have intercourse) with : 

47 . Have YOll ever dated : 

all of your dates 
most of your dates 
a few of YO'lr c.ate s 
very sped al dates 

--- none of your dates = other (spe cify) 

a married vIOmen 
a girl engaged to someone other 
than yourself at the time of the 
date 
a girl of a different race than 
yourself 
a pregnaDt girl whom you did 
not impregnate 
other unusual date (specifY) 



48. Do you prefer dating partners who: (Check each appropriate 
response.) 

are experienced with other men in sexual intercourse 
would like to go to bed with you on the first date 
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enjoys similar activities and have interests similar to yours 
are known for their virginity and date just to have fun 
are known for their ability to accommodate the guy and 
whatever he wants from her 
other (specify) 

49 . How many women do you feel you have ever really loved? 

50. How many women have you taken to bed with you? 

51. Would you like to change anything about your sexual behavior 
pattern? Yes No What would you like to change? (PROBE) 

Relationship Between Parents of the Illegitimate Child 

52. How did the relationship between you and the mother of your child 
begin? (PROBE : why, where, when) 

53 . What did she mean to you before you learned of her pregnancY? 
(PROBE) 

54 . Did you employ any form of birth control? Yes No 
(If respondent answers no , omit questions #55 ru1d7!56 o ) 

55 . Did you use the birth control measure on a r egular basis '? Yes 
No (If respondent answe r s no , omit question # 56 . ) 

56 . Why did the birth control measure prove to be ineffective , in your 
opinion : 
(Respondents who answer #56 omi t #57. ) 

57 . Are any of the following reasons you did not use bir th contr ol on 
a regular basis : 

the woman is ultimately responsible for the consequences 
t oo embarrassing for an unmarried man to secure contr aceptives 

-- didn't think she w::>uld become pregnant 
-- she wanted to become pregnant 
-- you wanted to make her pregnant 
==== other (spe cify) 

58 . What did you enjoy most about your r elationship befor e she became 
pregnant? 

59 . Were you concerned that she mi ght become pregnant as a result of 
your relationship? Yes No 
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60 . How WJuld you describe your attraction for her now? (PROBE) 

61 . How long did your sexual i nvolv ement with her last? ______ _ 

62 . Did you go to bed ,ti th other women while having intercourse with 
her? Yes __ No __ How many? _ _ 

63 . Do you feel today that you truly loved her at any time? Yes 
No When? 

Basi s for Sexual Involvement 

64 . What factors made your child's mother personally attractive to you? 

65 . Did you plan to have sexual intercourse with her before : 

dating her 
kissing her 
dating her 1 week 
dating her 1 month 
other (specify) 

66. Would you call her an easy mark for other men to have intercourse 
with? Yes No 

67 . How long had you known her before taking her to bed? 

68 . In your opinion, di d you take her to bed as a result of : 

involuntary drifting 
mutual desire 
pressure from friends 
overwhelming urge to expr ess 
sexual love 
other (specify) 

69 . During t he time you were having intercourse lrith her but before you 
learned of her pregnancy, had you seriously considered marrying 
her? Yes No 

70 . If possible , ,~uld you like to repeat the experience and father 
another chi ld ",ith : 

the mother of your child 
another HOman whom you like 
very "",11 
a few other M)men 
several other women 
other (specify) 



71. At the time of your involveme nt ~~th h er in sexual intercourse, 
wuld you rate her sexual appeal : 

To you To other men 

very high 
high 
average 
low 
very low 

very high 
high 
average 
low 
very low 

72 . Did you hope that having intercourse with her ,,j()uld lead to 
marriage? Yes No 

73 . Did she hope that having intercourse with you would lead to 
marriage? Yes No 

Circumstances of the Sexual Relationship with your Partner 

74 . Did you enjoy going to bed ,~th her : (before !mOl-nng of her 
pregnancy) 

a great deal 
somewhat 

-- occasionally 
-- very little = other (specify) 

75 . Concerning the knowledge that you were not married to her , did 
you feel : 

(omit question 

very guilty about taking her to bed 
---- somewhat guilty taking her to bed 
-- a little guUty taking her to b ed 

#76)-- not guilty taking her to bed = other (specify) 

76. How ,puld you describe your feeling s of guilt? 

77 . Was your involvement .~th her an act of rebellion? Yes No 

78 . Did you both feel this desire to rebel ? Yes No 

79 . Who or what ""re you rebelling against? (PROBE) 
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80 . Did you find it difficult to arrange opportunities to take her to 
bed Hith you? Yes No (If repondent answers no , omit 
question #81. ) 

81. The problem(s) .rere : 
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82. Did your parents know you were having intercourse with her? 
Yes No (Omit #83 if answer is no . ) 

83. How would you describe their reaction? ________________________ ___ 

84 . Did her parents know you were having intercourse with her? 
Yes No (Omit #8S if answer is no . ) 

8S. How would you describe their reaction? 

86 . How would you describe your reaction to the feelings and wishes of 
your parents in this situation? _______________________________ _ 

87 . How 1;Quld you describe your reaction to the feelings and wishes of 
her parents in this situation? __________________________ . ______ ___ 

88. Did you ever live with her in the same home? Yes No 
For how long? __ _ 

Self Concept of the Unmarried Father 

89. What has been the strongest influence in moulding your attitudes 
and behavior tOday? ________ _ 

90. List 2 or 3 of your main goals in life ? ___________________ __ 

91. In your op~n~on, how do you respond to the needs and problems of 
other people? 

92 . What qualities do you admire mO Bt in other people? 

93 . 10lhat do you dislike the most in other people? ______ _ 

94 . Do you make an effort to improve when you know you have made a 
mistake? Yes No 

9S . Have you ever been in a rut which has seemed too large for you to 
handle? Yes No Describe one such situation ________ _ 

96 . Do you think you are making a ')Qrthwhile contribution to this 
country? Yes No 

97 . What wo1Qd you like to see changed about America? 

98. Would you like to marry and have a family? Yes No 
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Effect of Sexual Intercourse Upon the Unwed Father's Attitude Toward 
the Mother of his Child 

99 . After having intercourse with the mo ther of your child, did you 
feel: 

tied to her 
---- unchanged toward her 
---- more trustful of her 

less trustful of her = other (specify) 

100 . How would you describe your lover's feelings about having 
intercourse with you? __________________________ . ______________ __ 

101. Did your attitude toward her change after you took her to bed with 
you? Ye s No How? 

Sexual Behavior Pattern of the Unmarried Father 

102 . Was the motillr of your child your first partner in sexual 
intercourse? Yes No (If respondent answers yes , omit 
question #103 . ) 

103 . How many women had you taken to bed before her? _____ _ 

104 . How many women have you taken to bed since her? ________ _ 

Reaction to the Pregnancy by till Unwed Father 

105 . How soon before the birth of your child did you learn of her 
pregnant condition? 

106 . Did you stop having intercourse with her as soon as you discovered 
she was pregnant? Yes No 

107 . What did you plan to do when yoy fir st learned she was pr egnant : 

marry her 
-- abort the child 

get lost in a hurry 
conceal the fac t as long as possible 
nothing = other (specify) 

108 . Do you feel no<; tha t you Here a victim of circumstances ,!hich 
were not within your power to control? Yes No 



109 . Did the knowledge of he r pr egnancy : 

r esult in a loss of friends 
r esul t in a loss of casual friends 
r esult in a gain of friends 
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make no noticeable change in a gain or loss 
of fri ends 

__ other ( spe cif'y) 

110 . As a r esu lt of her pregnancy , did you broadcast the news to others 
that you had made her pregnant? Yes No 

111 . In looking back now, are you pleased ,lith the situation which 
resulted from making love with her? Yes No 

11 2 . Did she make any demands of you when discovering she was pregnant? 
Yes No (specify) 

Fat her 's Attitude TOHard the Child 

11 3. Is the child r eferr ed to in this interview your only child? 
Yes No 

11L. Do you know where your child/children is/ar-e living now? 
Yes No 

11 5 . Is the child alluded to in this interview: 

living with its mother 
-- adopt ed 

a ,mrd of the state 
don ' t know where the child is = other (specif'y) 

116 . Do you see any role for yourself in raisi ng this child? 
Yes No 

11 7 . .Do you assist in prOviding for the child: 

r egularly 
irr egularly 
not at aU 

11 8 . "hen did you last see this child? __________ ___ _ 

11 9 . Has the child's mother asked you for help? Yes No 
HOl-' often? 

1 20. Do you thllLK it is important for all children to have a father 
and a mother? Yes No Why? _ ___________ _ 
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